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Abstract: 

During offshore oil and gas well construction, a significant amount of time is spent 

during drilling operations. The operation involves a sequence of manual and semi-

automated processes performed in unison to complete the operation as safely and 

efficiently as possible. The dozens of machines utilized were designed independently and 

operate independently but are tightly coupled during many complex activities. If any 

machine function is delayed, the critical path time may be impacted thus reducing the 

efficiency of the entire operation. Processing time across the drilling industry varies 

significantly given different equipment manufacturers and configurations, experience and 

fatigue of operations personnel, rig type and drill floor layout, weather conditions, 

equipment maintenance, and wellbore conditions among others. Over the life of a well, 

these operational variations and inefficiencies are typically hidden in the overall 

operation but can add up to days and weeks of invisible loss time thus making the fleet 

less productive than optimal.  

This presentation highlights the challenge of decomposing the complex drilling 

operations into its critical path activities and dependencies, and decomposing machine 

functions into discrete states and modes to enable precise measurement of overall system 

performance. Leveraging AnyLogic simulation software, state machine algorithms and 

discrete event process models were developed to analyze the drilling operation in real 

time. The simulation was first performed using Triangular distributions for each 

individual function based on historical data to replicate the realworld environment. The 

application was extended to read in real-time machine data to automatically identify 

machine states, process activities, critical path impacts, and capture descriptive statistics. 

The application outputs the data to a SQL database which is then read by Tableau 

software to visualize for management and operations personnel. The results provide 

powerful insight into system performance and trending that is being used to provide real 

time feedback to operations personnel as well as for post event analysis and trending. 

The initial results indicate over 20% of time could be saved by implementing various 

solutions. The methods defined during this project are also being leveraged in other 

projects to understand true system behavior and performance, predicting future 

performance and optimizing new system designs. 

 


